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The paper deals with alternating finite automata (a.f.a.) on trees. They are 
investigated in [6,5,7]. Rabin indices and Muller indices for automata, which are 
well known in relevant literature, are a natural measure of complexity of the automata 
(Definition 1.1). Muller index (or Rabin index) of a set of trees is a minimal index 
of a Muller (or Rabin) automaton which represents this set. In this paper it is proved 
that both indices, Rabin and Muller, are equal for weak as well as for strong 
conditions (Theorem 1.4). For the classical automata the equality of indices for 
strong conditions was proved in [3]; the infinity of the hierarchy in [8]. 
The main result (Theorems 5.1-5.3) states that: for k successor monadic arithmetic, 
a weak formula with a bounded suffix has m unbounded quantifiers in the prefix 
iff it is represented by a weak a.f.a. of index m, except for m = 0 and m = 1 in a 
case when some weak variables occur freely in a formula. Then the representing 
weak a.f.a. must have index 2. 
From this result and from Thomas’ result [13] on infinity of weak quantifier’s 
hierarchy, it follows that the hierarchy of weak indices for a.f.a. is infinite. 
The paper uses neither Rabin’s representation theorem [lo] nor the determinancy 
theorem for games [2]. The result on complements of a.f.a., proved in [7] or [6], 
suffices to prove our results similarly as it suffices to prove the result in [5] on 
representing weak formulas by weak Muller a.f.a. and vice versa. 
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Section 1 is introductory on a.f.a. and its indices. Equality of indices is stated 
here but proved in Section 2 which is devoted to a.f.a. with Rabin conditions, weak 
as well as strong. For weak a.f.a., useful constructions of a subset automaton and 
of a projection automaton are described in Section 3. Section 4 is on weak formulas. 
Finally, Section 5 is devoted to a proof of the main results. 
1. Alternating automata 
We suppose that the reader is familiar with a philosophy of a.f.a. as exposed in 
[5,6,7]. A table of an a.f.a. M is of a form (L(K x U), 2, S, ~0) where _S is an 
alphabet, K a set of directions of the tree, U a set of states and UOE U an initial 
state. The sets are supposed to be finite. 
The 6 is a transition function giving for any u E U and x E E an element 6 = 6( U, x) 
of a free distributive lattice L(K x U) generated by K x U. Then 6 is uniquely 
represented as 6 = 6, v + * - v 6, where 
&=(klxul)A...r\(krxur) (I) 
for i=l,..., s. Here kj E K and uj E U for j = 1, . . . , r. They (and the r) depend on 
the i. 
Function t : K* + 2 is called an (infinite) Z-tree. 
At the beginning of an acceptation process of a tree by an a.f.a. M, a single copy 
of M starts in the root of t with the initial state ~0. During this process a copy of 
M, being in a state u, in a node labelled by x, “chooses” a summand of 6( U, x), i.e. 
a 6i given by (l), and “produces” its copies, e.g. M 1, . . . , Mr sending them in the 
directions: kl, _ . _ , kr in the states u 1, . . . , ur, respectively. Either many or no copies 
can be sent in a certain direction. The process is taken step by step. At infinity each 
copy has its history 
h = UO ul u2.. . . (2) 
The acceptance condition is a set of successful histories. For Muller automata 
they are described by an IF c P( U), but for Rabin automata by a set r = {( L,i, Lzipl), 
i=l,..., I}, where L,, . . . , LzI G U. We shall explain this is more detail. First some 
definitions. For a history h define: 
uESt(h) iff u=uj forsomej=O,l,...in(2), 
uEInf(h) iff u=uj forinfinitelymanyj=O,l,...in(2). 
In the sequel we shall often deal with weak conditions defined in [5]. Then classical 
conditions will here be named strong conditions. 
For weak conditions, a history satisfies IF iff St(h) E F, a history satisfies r iff for 
some i=l,...,& 
St(h) n Lzi # 0 and St(h) n Lzi_, = 0. 
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Note that for a weak Rabin automaton, satisfying a pair, e.g. (L, L’), means visiting 
L at least once and not visiting L’ at all. 
For strong conditions Inf is used in the place of St. 
Definition 1.1. An a.f.a. M consists of its table (L( K x U), 2, 6, ~0) and an accept- 
ance condition, described by IF (Muller a.f.a.) or r (Rabin a.f.a.), either weak or 
strong. A Z-tree t is accepted by an a.f.a. M, which we shall write t+ M iff an 
acceptation process of M on t exists, such that all histories of copies appearing 
during the process are successful. A language L(M) represented by M consists of 
all E-trees t such that t t- M. 
An index of an automaton is defined in the same way for weak as well as for 
strong conditions. 
Definition 1.2. Index of r is a number of different sets in L, , . . . , Lz, excluding the 
sets: 0 and U. Index of IF is a maximal number of changes Xi E IF, X,,, c+? IF, or vice 
versa in an ascending chain 
Now we can define an index for a set of trees. 
Definition 1.3. For a class of automata weak or strong, either Muller or Rabin, a 
minimal index of an automaton M representing the language L is called the index 
of L. If no such automaton exists the index is supposed to be infinite. 
According to the definition we have two weak Muller and Rabin indices and two 
strong indices, also Muller’s and Rabin’s. The following holds. 
Theorem 1.4. For any index weak or strong, the Rabin and the Muller indices of any 
language of E-trees are equal. 
Proof. (a) The inequality Rabin index 2 Muller index. The r gives a set lF = {X: 
there exists i=l,..., Z such that X n Lzi # 0 and X n Lzi_, = 0). Then a Rabin 
automaton for r is a Muller automaton for IF. Now if Xl < X2 < X3 and Xi n L # 0 
and Xi n L’ = 0 for i = 1 and i = 3, then also for i = 2. Hence the inequality Rabin 
index 2 Muller index holds for weak as well as for strong indices. 
(b) The inequality Rabin index G Muller index. It is far from being evident. The 
proof follows directly from Theorem 2.2 for weak as well for strong indices. 0 
Let us note that for classical automata, the equality of both types of strong indices 
is proved in [3] and the infinity of the hierarchy of indices is proved in [8]. 
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2. Rabin automata 
In this section we shall discuss the equivalence problems for Rabin and Muller 
automata. 
Definition 2.1. Let a chain of subsets of a set Q be given 
~#L,cL~c...cL,,,=Q. (3) 
A Rabin a.f.a. with the set of states Q is structured for (3) if the following hold: 
(a) The transition function S is such that when a copy of M reaches a state from 
Li forsome i=l,..., m, then all its new born copies remain in states from the Li 
for ever. 
(b) The conditions are either r or r’ where 
T={(&, L,), . . . > (L2,m,2,,Lz,m,*,~1)}, 
r'={(L,,0), . . ., (L2L+l),*j+,, JL,~m--1~,2,)~. (4) 
Note that according to the definition, index(r) = index(r’) = m - 1. Moreover a 
history h is successful for r iff it is unsuccessful for r’. Then by the complementation 
theorem (see [C-7]), the automata M = (L(K x Q), 2, 6, q0, r) and M’ = 
(L(K x Q), E, 6’, q0, r’) where S’ is the dual of 6 in L(K x Q) are complementary 
for weak as well as for strong conditions given by r or r’. 
For proving the equivalence of Muller and Rabin a.f.a., and for proving the 
equality of the indices for sets of trees, it remains to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.2. For any weak (resp. strong) Muller a.fa. 
N=(L(Kx U),~,,61,uO,ff), 
a weak (resp. strong) Rabin a.fa. 
M=(L(Rx QL-F 6, @,~(L) 
can be effectively constructed such that a set Q of states is graduated by (3); the 
conditions fl are either r or r’ given by (4); index(O) = m - 1 = index@) where m is 
given by (3). Moreoverfor weak a.fa. N, the automaton M is structured by (3). If N 
has n states then, for weak a.fa., M has less than n2” states; for strong a.fa., M has 
less than mn22” states. 
Proof. Preliminaries: Set IF0 = [F\(0) and for i = 0, 1,2, . . . , 
Xi={X: XC U, P(X)C[Fi}, lF,+, = (P( U)\IF,) u xi. 
Then p)=XocX,cX,c...cX,=P(U) for some m, and IF\{@} = 
Ui=1,2,... (x2i\x2i--1)* 
Surely index(P) < m - 1 since no X, X’E X2i\X,i_, cause a change. A proof that 
m - 1 c index(P) is by induction on [IF]. 
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(A) Now we shall construct a simulating automaton for weak conditions. Set 
Q = {u x s: u E U, s E P(U), u E s}. Then we define 6(q, x) as follows: for q = u x s, 
UES, XEE and 61(u,x)=61,v~~~v61,~ and 61j=(klxul)~-.-A(krxur), 
define for j=l,...,s, the summand 8j=6j(q,x)=(klx(ulxsl))A...~ 
(kr x (UT x ST)) where si = s u { ui} for i = 1, . . . , r, next define 6( q, x) = 6, v . . . v 8,. 
Note that the states reached by 61 are remembered on the s coordinate. 
It remains to define the graduation 
Set 
q=uxseli iff qEQandsEP(U)\X,_;. 
Now for 7-J E IF set R = r’ and for U E IF set 0 = r where r, r’ are given by (4). 
Also set q0 = u0 x (~0). 
By a definition of 6 there is one to one correspondence between the acceptation 
processes of N and those of the simulating automaton M. Now let hl = u0 ul u2 . . . 
be a history of N and let h=(uO~sO)(ul~sl)(u3~s3)... be a history of the 
simulating automaton M. Then by the definition of 6 we have si = (~0, . . . , ui} for 
i=o,1,2 ).... 
For these histories there are some moments, e.g. tl, t2, . . _ such that sj E Xi+,\X, 
for j z ti which in turn means, by the definition of a gradation on Q, that qj = uj x sj E 
L,. 
This proves that M really simulates the action of N and is equivalent to N. The 
automaton M is structured. The part (a) of Definition 2.1 follows from the inclusions 
sic s(i+ 1) for i = 0, 1,2,. . . and part (b) follows from the definition of 0. 
(B) The construction of a simulating automaton for strong conditions is based 
on the previous construction. 
We define Q={q: q=uxwxR where wsP(U), UES for each sew, and R is 
some extra record}. For a x E E and a q = u x (~1,. . . , st) x R, where u E si for 
i=l,..., tand61(u,x)=61,v ... v 61, and 61, = (kl x ul) A * * * A (krx ur) define 
for j = 1,. . . , s, the summand 6, = c?,(q, x) = (kl X (ul X wl X Rl)) A * * . A 
(krx(urxwrxRr)) where wi={{ui},slu{ui},...,stu{ui}}for i=l,...,r. Then 
we define 6(q, x) = 6, v . . . v 6,. 
We can see that in each moment we simply start a new simulating automaton for 
weak conditions which gathers the states reached from this moment. All these 
automata have a common steering in a choice of Sl,, so they all simulate an action 
of N. 
Set 
qO=uOx{uO}x RO 
where RO is the j such that (~0) E Xj and (~0) ~6 Xj_, . 
For a full definition of the 6 there remains to define the records Rl, . . . , Rr. 
Let q and q’ be two consecutive states of a copy of the simulating automaton M; 
e.g. q=ux{sl,..., st)xR and q’=u’x{sOu{u’}, ~1u{~‘},...,stu{u’}}xR’, 
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SO = 0. We shall say that there is a switch on j iff for some p = 0, 1, . . . , t, sp t? Xj 
but sp u {u’} E Xj. Then R’ is the biggest j such that there is a switch on j. Note that 
R’ does not depend on R. 
Now let us define the graduation 
q=uxwxREL,, iff R>j. 
Then 
Let now hl=uOul u2... be a history of N. Then inf(h1) = F itI for some 
i: st(un u(n + 1) . . .) = F for all n 3 i. Hence if FE Xi\Xi_, then for the simulating 
automaton there is a switch on j > i only finitely many times and a switch on j = i 
infinitely many times. 
Now for U E ff set R = r’ and for U g IF set CZ = r where I-, r’ are given by (4). 
Then the automaton M really simulates N. 
Now to finish the proof there remains to see that the estimations concerning the 
number of states follows from the constructions given in (A) and (B). 0 
3. Subset construction and projection automata 
Here we shall give two very useful constructions for weak automata. All automata 
investigated in this and in the next sections will be weak. 
If we wish one copy of an automaton at most to exist in a node we must group 
all copies M 1, . . . , Mn, of the a.f.a. M, existing in a node in states ql, . . . , qn into 
one supercopy SM existing in the node in a state {ql, . . . , qn}. A formal definition 
of transitions of SM is somewhat complicated by the fact that two copies, e.g. M’ 
and M” may exist in the same state e.g. q, but they use different transitions, e.g. 6i, 
and & from 
8 = 6, v * . * v a,, v * . * v &v . . . v 6, = S( q, x). 
Now let us define 6+ = S v (6 A 6) v (6 A 6 A 6) v . . . . The expression is in fact 
finite. Then &, A 6,. is a summand in 6+. For a u = {ql, . . . , qn}, n > 0 define 61= 
61( u, x) = 6+(ql, x) A . . . A 6+( qn, x). Both in 6+ and in 6 1 let us present the 
elements as a sum of products using only distributivity, associativity, commutativity 
and idempotency, but without using absorption laws. Then all choices of transitions 
for all copies can be realised by one choice for 61; it remains only to group the 
resulting copies into a supercopy. 
For a product U = (ZI X 41’) A . . ~A(~lXqU')A(/2Xq(U+l)')A-**A 
(bXq(U+l)')A . . . A (b X qw’), we define group(u) = (I1 X {ql’, . . . , qu’}) A . . * A 
(Zrx{q(u+l)',..., qw’}). For a sum we define group(a v b) = group(a) v group(b). 
Now for the automaton SM let us define a transition function S( u, x) for u E Q’ = 
P(Q)\(O) and x E 2 as follows: 
6(u,x)=group(6l(u,x)). 
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Definition 3.1. An automaton SM = (L( K x Q’), 2, 6, {qO}) with 6 as above, and 
with unspecified conditions is called a subset automaton. 
By adding a state 0 it can be extended to a classical (i.e. nonalternating) automaton 
acting on trees. By a run, the automaton SM simulates to some extent the behaviour 
of a “bunch of processes” of M. The following lemma explains the extent of this 
simulation. 
Lemma 3.2. Let D = (Q, W) be a Rabin pair and let the automaton M be structured 
for 0~ W c Q. Then in an acceptation process of M a D-history (i.e. a history not 
reaching a state from W) exists tfand only if in the corresponding run of the SM there 
exist infinitely many states u E P(Q) such that u n W # 0. 
Proof. The only if part is immediate. Now suppose that in the run there exists 
infinitely many states such that u n W # 0. For any such state, any q E u is owed to 
some copy of M, with a previous history, e.g. q0 ql . . . qn, where qn = q. Since the 
automaton is structured q FZ W, it follows that all q0, ql, . . . , qn C W. Since the set 
of histories of copies appearing in an acceptation process of M is compact and 
complete, there must be a copy of M with an infinite D-history. 0 
Let now 2 3 I’ be alphabets and 77 a projection of 2 onto I’. A If-tree language 
L’ is a finite tree projection n of a language L of Z-trees, if for any t’e L’ there 
exists a t E L, and a finite tree A c K” such that t’= qt and for any y E K*, y E A 
iff t(y)GE’. 
Our aim is to construct an automaton PM accepting a finite tree projection of a 
set L represented by a weak Rabin a.f.a. M. 
Let M = (L(K x Q), E, 6, q0, 0). Let Q2 be a disjoint sum of Q and Q’ = P(Q)\(0). 
Hence q and {q} must be carefully distinguished. Define 
62(q, x’) = 6(q, x’) for q E Q and X’E E’, 
~~(u,x’)=[V~(U,X)]V[/J~(~,X’)] foruEQ’andx’EE’. (9 
The sum in the first square brackets is for all x E E such that xn = x’ and x g E’, 
and gives a “guessing” part of the behaviour of PM. The 6 is the 6 from SM. The 
product in the second square brackets is for all q E u and gives a “splitting” part 
of the behaviour of PM. 
Definition 3.3. An automaton PM = (L(K x Q2), E’, 62, {qO}, 0) is called a projec- 
tion automaton for 2, .E’ and M. Note that 0 is the same as in M. 
Note that if M is structured for (3) then PM is structured for fl# 
L,cL2~...~L,=QcL,+1= Q2. Indeed if we reach Q then the transitions are 
possible only by the first line of (5), and do not leave Q. 
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In the beginning PM acts as a classical automaton on a X’-tree t’, and guesses 
an x G 2’ as long as a choice of a summand is made from the first square brackets 
part of the second line of (5). An action of M on a A part of a guessed E-tree t is 
simulated. The moment a choice is made from the second square brackets part of 
the second line of (5) then leaving of the A is anticipated, the “splitting” is done 
and all previously grouped copies start to live independently. Above the A the 
automaton starts to act as M does using the first line of (5) for transitions. The 
guessed tree is such that tv = t’. The conditions ensure that splitting must be always 
done in some moment since a history remaining entirely inside 0’ is unsuccessful. 
This gives the following. 
Lemma 3.4. If M represents a set L of E-trees then PM represents afinite treeprojection 
byrlofL. 
The lemma is very similar to Lemma 2 from [5]. The only reason we make such 
a complicated construction is our need to estimate indices. For r, r’ as in (4): for 
fi = r, m odd and for R = r’, m even index(PM) = index(M); for 0 = r’, m odd 
and for 0 = r, m even index( PM) = 1 + index( M). 
4. Weak theory of a tree 
In a weak monadic theory of a tree there are two kinds of variables: y, z, . . . 
ranging over elements of K*, and finite set variables (Y, p, . . . ranging over finite 
subsets of K”. 
For a collection, e.g. P,, . . . , P,, of unary predicates on K*, and a collection {(Y} 
of finite set variables, we can choose the atomic formulas as ‘my, Piy, y = zk, y = z 
for any individual variables y and z, any (Y E {a}, any k E K and i = 1, . . . , u. Here 
cyy means y E (Y, Py means P(y) and y = zk means y is the k successor of z. Using 
constants in place of individual variables is also allowed. The use of By = false is 
also allowed. 
Quantification over P is not allowed in a weak theory. The other predicates 
sometimes used in the definition of a monadic theory of a tree can be defined in 
our theory. Especially (Y G p dsf Vy (c-uy =3 3z (y G z & /3z)) and y S z, meaning y is 
a prefix of z can both be defined. 
The bounded quantifiers are 
A formula Tree(m) dgf Vy s CY Vz s (Y ( (YZ & y =S z 3 ay) saying that cx is a tree, is 
defined by quantifiers bounded by (Y. Note that according to this definition, the 
empty set is a tree. For technical reasons we shall also introduce tree variables 
A, A,, . . . ranging over finite trees, defining 34: cp%f 3a [Tree(a) & cp], 
VA: cpdgf 134 lcp. 
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Theorem 4.1. Each formula cp = cp( y, p), where y and p are some vectors of variables, 
can be eflectively represented as 
cp=3A,VA,...ZJ(V)A,: ‘p,Jy,p,A ,,..., A,), mz0 (6) 
where cpO contains only bounded quantijiers and A,, . . . , A, are tree variables. 
Proof. The following is proved in [4, Lemma 21 and is useful here. 
Lemma 4.2. For each Ql, Q2 E (3, V} we have 
Qla 6 P Q~Y: +(a, P, Y) = Q2y’ Q1a s P Q2y G Y’: @(a, P, Y, ~‘1 
where 
*‘(a, P, Y, Y') = 
$(a,P, y')&Vxs ~‘(xE y + XE y’) forQ2=3, 
VX~ ~‘(xE y j XE y’) 3 r,!~((~,p, y’) forQ2=V. 
This lemma is in fact a determinancy theorem for a game on a very special kind 
of tree. 
Nowletusreducecpto3crlV~2... 3(V)am: cp’= 3~1: $ with cp’bounded. Then 
we substitute 3~~1: + as 34, 3al <A,: Tree(A,) & I,!J. The remaining part of the 
proof is by induction on m, since according to our lemma the bounded quantifier 
3cr 1 s A, : and the bounded quantifiers appearing in the definition of Tree(A,) can 
be successively shifted by the unbounded quantifiers VCY~, 3a3,. . . . 0 
When defining for n 2 0, B0 = 3B0 = Vl&, = f ormulas with bounded quantifiers only; 
cp E %I+, iff cp = 3a: Cc, for some variable (Y and some $EVB,; cp EVB, iff lcp E 
3B, ; we obtain an infinite hierarchy (see [13]). A cp satisfying (6) belongs to 3B,. 
Then defining 
we have cp E B, if and only if a minimal number of unbounded quantifiers in a 
normal form of cp equals n. 
In the sequel we shall suppose that 1 G {false, true}‘. Then a E-tree t defines the 
predicates P, , . . . , P, on K* by the equality t(y) = P,yx . . * x P,y for YE K*. 
Conversely the predicates define a X-tree. We shall denote cp( P,, . . . , P,) = true as 
tl-cp. For an automaton M by cpM we shall understand such a formula, that tk--cp 
iff tk M. For a weak Muller a.f.a. M the cp ,,, is a weak formula, and each weak 
formula cp = (Pi for some weak Muller a.f.a. (see [5]). 
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5. Representation theorems 
First we shall prove the following. 
Theorem 5.1. For each m = 0, 1,2, . . . and each Rabin a.J.a. M of index m, the formula 
‘p,,,, E B, holds, i.e. cpM has at most m unbounded quantijiers. 
Proof. Case m = 0. Then cpM = false or ‘p,,, = true so it has at most 0 unbounded 
quantifiers. 
Case m > 0. One can suppose that M is structured for, e.g. 0= 
L,cL,cLZC..*CL,cL,+, = Q and M = (L(K x Q), 1, 6, ?, 0) has the initial 
state unspecified. 
For a u E P(Q) we shall construct a formula (P~+[ y] depending on a parameter 
YEK*, such that tt-~,,,+[y] iff for each q E u and each ty = tl{zz y}: t,,k M,. Here 
M, is the M with the initial state specified as q. 
(A) Case when D = (L,,, , L,) G 0. Choose some coding of the elements of P( Q), 
e.g. the coding is contained in {false, true}’ and set M”= (L(K x Q), 2, 6, ?, a”), 
where 0” = 0 u {D}. To be more specific, M” is structured for 
since the pairs (L,,, , L,) = D and (L,, L,_,) are converted to one (L,+, , L,-,). 
Index( M”) = m - 1. 
Now we can see that for w c L, we have cp,~,,,[z] = (P~Jz]. Hence the desired 
formula is 
P,+,,~[YI=~A{. . .I 
where {. . a} is {y E A and Tree(A) and for some run r of SM on A,, starting in y 
with U, we have for each state w and each z in the frontier of A,: the w = r(z) 
follows w z L, and cp,,,,,[z]}. 
Here A, = {v: ZI E A & y c u} is a finite tree defined by a given value of the variable 
A (see Fig. 1). 
r(z) = w 
r(y) = II 
a value of A 
satisfying mu 
Fig. 1. 
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By Lemma 3.2 if ~E(P~+[Y] then t satisfies the formula. The converse: for proof 
there remains to code the run r by a well known procedure (see [9] or [lo]) and 
express {. . . }, depending on ~p,,,,,~,,,[z], by quantifiers bounded by A. 
Now cp,,, = (pMTqO[e] where e is the root of K*. 
(B) Case when {D} G 0. Construct cp,+,, for the complementary automaton M’. 
Then cp,+, = 1 cpMz. According to the induction in both cases cp,+, E BM. 0 
Now we shall prove the converse. 
Theorem 5.2. Let cp = cp[P,, . . . , PU] be a weak formula without individual, finite set 
and tree variables occurring freely. For each m = 0, 1,2, . . . , if cp E I%, then p = (p,,,, for 
some weak Rabin a.jIa. of index m. 
Proof. If m = 0 then cp E B0 is a bounded formula. Then it is quantifier-free, since 
no variables exists to bound the quantified variables. Hence cp is a Boolean combina- 
tion of the predicates. Since no individual variable exists freely in the predicates, 
they must be “false” or “true”. Hence cp = false or p = true. Then for an a.f.a. M 
of index 0, accepting none or accepting all trees respectively, we have cp = cpM. 
Now suppose m > 0. Convert cp to a form (6). Suppose 
‘p=cp[P,,..., PU] = 3(V)A, VA,. . .3A, : cpO(Al,. . . , A,,,). 
If the last quantifier is VA,,, then takelcp. 
Let A;,..., Akbevaluesofd,,..., A,. Choose a new variable A and its value 
A' such that A~~d’,...,d~~il’. Let us convert cp to a form (6). Let us suppose 
the last quantifier in 3(V) is 3. If it is V then use 1 p. Then the formula 34, ‘pO is 
equivalent to 34 cp’ where 
cp’=?lA,~A: &Al,. . . , A,) & A, s A &. . . & A,,_, s A. (7) 
We can represent 34 1 c A : po( A,, . . . , A,) by a classical finite automaton A acting 
on the tree tlA’ (for details see [ll]). Using this automaton we may construct an 
a.f.a. acting as A on tld’, and above the frontier of A’ repeating its states for ever 
and sending copies in all directions. Let us construct an a.f.a. M2 testing Ai s 
A’&. . . & AL-, G A’. When A:(x) = false and A’(x) = true then the automaton M, 
enters in an accepting state, repeats it for ever and sends copies in all directions. 
The formula (7) is represented by a product of M, and M2 with conditions given 
by a Rabin pair of type (F, 0). 
The rest of the proof is by a successive use of Lemma 3.4 and the complementation 
theorem for a.f.a. 0 
The normal form (6) from Theorem 4.1 is a precise recipe for constructing the 
automaton. Following Biichi’s way of thinking (see [ 11) one can call this form “an 
automaton”. 
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Note that the assumption that the formula cp contains no free variables is essential 
for Theorem 5.2. The formula Tree(a) is bounded but is, and must be, represented 
by an a.f.a. of index equal 2. 
If a formula cp contains free variables then we can remove them in the following 
manner. First, for each individual variable y and for each finite set variable (Y we 
add a unary predicate PY and P,, respectively. Then the formula 
cp”=cp”~~,,...,~“,~,,~~l 
=3Y3a {cp[P1,...,P,l(y,a)&Vz 
{ P,z = (z = y) & P,z = az}} 
contains no free variables. The second part of the formula enforces 
(8) 
P,=y and P,=cY. (9) 
Now let cp belong to 8, for some II? 3 0. Let us suppose that the first unbounded 
quantifier in form (6) of the cp is either 3 or none (the last takes place for m =O). 
For V use 19. Then the formula cp” given by (8) belongs to B,). where m” = max( m, 2). 
That is because we have 3 and V placed consecutively one after the other. Hence 
by Theorem 5.2 the formula cp” is represented by a weak Rabin a.f.a. M of index 
m”. According to (9) the same automaton represents q. Hence we have the following. 
Theorem 5.3. For each formula p = B, where m 2 0, containing at least one free weak 
variable there exists a weak Rabin a.f.a. M of index max(m, 2) such that cp = cpM. 
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